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environment: interaction of functions at
the Pan American Health Organization

Muriel Vasconcellos
Chief, Terminology and Machine Translation, Pan American
Health Organization, Washington, DC, USA

Sponish-English mochine tronslotion of the Pan American
Heolth Orgonizotion (WHO regionol office) hos been futty
operotionol since eorly 1980. The environment supports, et
the some time: production, terminology retrievol, dictionory
and progrom mointenonce, ond odvonced development of o
new system f rom English into Sponish. The interoction of
these qctivities strengthens oll of them mutuolly,
INTRODUCTION

At the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) we feel
that a multifaceted working environment has contributed
importantly to the progress of our work in machine transIation. Our activity combines, at the same time, production
for users, terminology work, dictionary development,
enhancement of the current translation programme and development of a second system. Each of the components receives
input and support from atl the others. t{e are confident
that this approach has been a major factor in the viability
that we enjoy today.
EVOLUTION OF THE O*U'OONMENT
PAHO is the specialised international agency in the Americas
that deals with public health, and as such it tras a statutory
role both within the Inter-American system and as part of
the uN family, in which it serves as the regional office of
the world Health organization (wHo). The official languages
are Spanish, English, Portuguese and. French. The volume
Tools
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of human translation over the past five years has averaged
57 per cent into Spanish,32 per cent into English,9.4 per

cent into Portuguese, and 1.6 per cent into French.
In the mid-1970s the administrators at PAHO decided to
Iook into machine translation as a means of redueing costs.
Quantum advances in the speed, storage capacity, and
efficiency of digital computers had made it seem reasonable
to reconsider the possibility of mobilising them in the service
of translation.
A mainframe computer, then an IBM 360 with a disk
operating system, was already in place at PAHO. Based on
the results of a feasibility study, it was decided in 1975 to
undertake work on a machine translation system that would
run on this installation on a time-sharing basis.
From the outset it was recognised that post-editing
would be a necessity. This was a trade-off for the fact that
the system would have to be able to deal with free syntax,
with any vocabulary normally used in the Organization, and,
ultimately, with as many different fields and genres of
discourse as possible. No consideration was given to a mode
of operation that would require pre-editing. The intention
was to have a system that would mesh with the routine flow
of text within the secretariat.
With these criteria in mind, a team of consultants was
contracted in 1976 to develop a system specially tailored to
PAHOTs needs. Of the two priority combinations,
English-Spanish and Spanish-English, the latter was chosen
as the first area of concentration. This combination requires
fewer parsing strategies in order to produce manageable
output, and at the time priority had to be given above all to
setting up the architecture of the system and its extensive
supporting software.
The next three years were devoted to mounting this
architecture and to writing the basic algorithm for
translation from Spanish to English. At the end of that
period there were twelve PL/ I programs in place performing
a variety of tasks, including dictionary update , retrieval,
and maintenance. It was also a dictionary-intensive period.
In the beginning, the Georgetown methodology (1) was used
for dictionary development: hand-coded entries were tied to
glosses derived from twin-text concordances of a 40,000-word
corpus of PAHO-specific running text. This approach
yielded some 8 ,000 source entries with target equivalents.
In order to test the system , however, it was decided to
augment this core with multilingual lists of technical terms
that were more superficially coded. By 1979 the combined
dictionaries came to a level of some 48,000 entries. l\{ore
than half the total corresponded to terms in the health and
biomedical fields , the remainder being general vocabulary.
Toward the end of this initial period, work with the
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dictionaries was greatty facilitated by the development of
mnemonic, user-friendly software for updating, fbr sideby-side printing, and for the retrieval of individual records.
These were the first collaborative undertakings in which
PAHO staff provided feedback and rwish lists' of featunes
that would be desirable.
The translation algorithm by that time could, prod,uce

primitive output. There were basic routines for disambiguating part-of-speech hornographs, which provided, for the
possibility of a source word being any combination of noun,
verb , or adjective. Idioms could be looked up as units as
Iong as they were fixed strings. Noun phrases were
recognised and rearranged irr target order. partiat
groundwork had been laid for prepositional government. A
few lexical routines had been written direcily into the
program. Rudimentary operations could be performed on the
vgrb string in the third person of the present tense,
although it was necessary to have all verb inflections in full
form in the source dictionary, and subject
pronouns absent
from the original spanish text were -inserted in specific
environments. It was a fully impacted system, and the
programs were not yet modular.
At the time the only mode of input was punched cards.
For this reason more than any other, production had not yet
been seriously considered. But the picture was to change
dramatically at the end of L979. In November of that year a
full-time computational linguist was assigned to the prbject's
regular staff , and shortly thereafter a telecommunication
interface was established between the mainframe computer
119 tt " organization's word processing system (then a wang
wPS 30). Thus the word processor was enabled as a remote
job entry terminal for send.ing batch translation jobs to the
computer and receiving them back again. It was no 1onger
necessary to have a text specially keyboarcled for machine
translation. A conversion program was written which
interprets tor purposes of NIT any text prepared in a normal
layout . usin-g stand,ard. typing conventions. Mainly, it
recognises format and distinguishes facultative punctuation
(capitalisation, full stops, and hyphens) from forms
permanently stored in the dictionary. From the time this
program was installed, Btry spanish text keyed on the wang
systen, regardless of the purpose for which it had originall!
been entered, was available for machine translation. The
word processing interface also gave us a powerful tool at the
output end. Thanks to the string manipulation features
available on the wang, post-editing on-screen became an
easy task from the mechanical standpoint.

It was this combination the availabitity of a staff
of sending

computational linguist in-house and the possibility

1
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and receiving text on the word processor that provided
the stimulus for going into production.
COLLABORATIVE ENHANCEME}{T OF SPANAM

Regular use of the system gave it identity, and soon it was
baptised Spanam rSpanr for Spanish, and ramr for the
American Region of WHO. For another year the PAHO staff
worked side-by-side with one of the consultants. Inspired
by the process of ongoing production, PAHO began to
specify the improvements in the algorithm that would have
the greatest impact on translation. In response to our
recommendations, the following improvements were made:
verb synthesis was expanded to include all tenses; verb
string manipulation was improved; features were added which
permitted the disambiguation of pronouns; idioms were made
inflectable; prepositional government was extended in both
directions and to various parts of speech; homograph
routines were expanded; the noun-phrase patterns were
revamped; and the program was modified so as to take
orthographic accents (which had not been included up to
then) into account. Also during this period a start was
made on reorganising the program into a modular structure.
This would make it possible to carry on with production
while improvements were being made in specific areas of the
system.

Gradually the computational linguist became familiar with

the system software. By mid-1980 she had completed the
first major improvement done independently by PAHO inhouse staff , namely the morphological lookup for verbs.
Without this development, large-scale production would never
have been feasible. Before, when verbs had to be entered
in their full form, it often happened that the main verb of a
sentence was not found in the dictionary, with the result
that the analysis routines were disrupted. After the installation of verb morphology, the incidence of not-found words
dropped to less than one per cent, and these in general are
not crucial to the structure of the sentence. They are apt
to be proper names, abbreviations, Latin terms, and nonceformations, and in certain environments the system assumes
that they are nouns. Ivlore recently, several features have
been introduced for.gap analysis: hyphenated words ean
now be broken down and dealt with in terms of their
components, and the program utilises information from
certain prefixes and suffixes. Other improvements added in
1980 included additional work on verb synthesis (in
particular on Spanish verb forms occuring in association with
the particle s€, for which a number of treatments are now
available) and extension of the nraximum length of a source
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dictionary entry from five words to twenty-five. On a more
general level, further streamlining was done to the program ,
particularly with a view to making the modules watertight.
The structure, as it now stands , is shown in Figure 1 .
THE ROAD TO FULL.SCALE PRODUCTION

Starting in mid-1980, production began to steadily gain
momentum. People on the staff would hear about Spanam
either by word of mouth or from our programme of demonstrations (always on random text), which continues to this
day. As our facilities improved, w€ would establish contact
with offices in PAHO where we felt that a particular application might be especially appropriate. For the most part,
however, it is the users who have come to us.
In our first major project, the Organizationrs biennial
budget document, we were able to demonstrate a saving in
the cost of its translation of 61 per cent and a reduction in
staff-days of 45 per cent. The success of this project
attracted other users and launched us on our way.
By early 1981 another option became available which
potentially would also facilitate production. PAHOTS optical
character reader, a Compuscan Alphaword II which until that
time had been reserved for the transmission of telexes, was
interfaced with the word processor. Thus our fuII configuration includes the OCR (Figure 2). Also, the Wang was
upgraded to an OIS 1L40.
In the last two and a half years we have processed
texts in a wide range of fields and for various purposes.
Our actual daily average per post-editor, with other duties
included, comes to about 6,500 words, and we have been
able to post-edit as much as 11,000 words in a day. New
software put into use at the end of September 1983 eliminates
several housekeeping tasks which previously represented a
time overhead of about 20 per cent. This means that the
post-editor is able to devote fuIl time to the text, and, witlr
other recent improvements, it should be possible to bring
our daily average closer to a consistent level of 8 ,000 to
10,000 words.

We are constantly developing new techniques

and

devices for speeding up tJre process of post-editing. At the
cerebral level, w€ have dmassed a bag of tricks for making
fewer and more strategic changes in the text. Research time
has been cut down by the introduction of reliability marks
on all preferred terminology that is found by the dictionary.
And at the mechanical end, on the word processor we have
designed a series of string functions specially for dealing
with English NIT output. We try to develop anything that
might reduce the work of post-editing, at whatever level the
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job can be done most efficiently. This focus , w€ feel, is
much more cost-effective than an exclusive preoccupation
with errors that may be generated by the algorithm.
The finished product is delivered by informing the user
that the translation is available on the word processing
system. Each page of the header bears the words
POST-EDITED NIACHINE TRANSLATION, and at the end of
the document there is a message that reads: THE FOREIS A POST-EDITED MACHINE TRANSLATION.
Usually our office assumes responsibility for the postediting. Starting with the budget document, which was a
large project, it became evident that we would need someone
on the staff with experience in translation who would postedit and manage the flow of production. The position was
created and it has been filled by a trained translator.
GOING TEXT

During slack periods, this person also works on the
dictionaries. Sometimes we have given raw, or nearly raw,
output to editors or technical writers who were interested
only in having a rough draft to work from and even, oD

occasion, to other professional translators. *
lVe do find that it is far more efficient to post-edit
on-screen, and for this reason we prefer to deal with users
who will be doing the same. The entry of hand-written
corrections from hard copy constitutes an extra step which
we would prefer to avoid.
Often the only hard copy that we see is the side-byside output (Spanish on the left, English on the right) ,
printed either on the mainframe computer or the Wang
(Figure 3), which we use for guidance purposes during
post-editing. As we work, we make note on this copy of
any changes that may be needed in the dictionary - changes
in the glosses, candidates for micro-glossary treatment,
idioms to be introduced, etc. By marking the changes to be
made at the time of post-editing, w€ are able to accelerate
the dictionary work. This is an important point at which
the functions of our team intersect.
GROIVTII OF

TIIE

SPANANI DICTIONARIES

The combined experience of development and production
enabled us to build the Spanam source dictionary to a level
of more than 56,0q0 entries as of September 1983. Of this
total , 94 per cent are bases or stems (rsplit formst) and 6
per cent are full forms. Although the incidence of notfound words in the output is minimal, we continue constantly
* In December

1984 the Director of PAHO announced
merger of the human and machine translation services.

a
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to add new entries based on the results of production and
demonstrations. Even if words are found, it is often
necessary to improve on their coding, add new homograph
possibilities, or incorporate them within an idiom.
Micro-glossaries have been added in order to deal with
terms that have different meanings in different disciplines.
The micro-glossaries also make it possible for us to attend to
the wishes of users who provide us with feedback on their
preferred terminology when this differs from glosses that we
need to have in the main dictionary. Another feature is the

possibility of specifying that preferred and reliable
terminology be so marked in the output. These features are
an outgrowth of the fact that our office is also responsible
for the co-ordination of terminology at PAHO.

Within the year we expect to have installed on the Wang
140 a database of biomedical terminology, Whoterm,
which has been developed for the Organizationts internal use
by !VHO/Geneva. (2) To the extent feasible, entries from
Whoterm will be incorporated into the lvIT dictionaries.
Thus, when a . reliability mark appears in the output, the
post-editor will be able to check its definition while
remaining at the same workstation.
Entries from the NIT dictionaries can be consulted on
the word processor as weII as at the computer terminal. In
effect, the retrieval is a selective print using the same
software that prints the hard copies which we use for
purposes of consultation and development.
Updating of the dictionaries is also done both at the
word processor and the computer terminal, &s weII as with
typewriter and paper, for submission via OCR. The update
program is user-friendly in more than one sense:
descriptors are mnemonic and, in addition, many defaults are
built in. As a result , updating goes quite fast. The
update run is always submitted as a batch job, regardless of
OIS/

the mode of input.

Again, &s with our other activities, work on

the

dictionary involves the rest of the system as well. On the
one hand, experience from production suggests what is
needed, and oll the other, problems that appear at first to
be at the level of the dictionary may turn out to require
adjustments in the algorithm. Or a series of examples, after
being worked with in context, ffi&y inspire a long-sought
solution or a new approach.
FURTHER LESSONS FOR SPANAM:
TEACHER

ENGSPAN

AS

THE

Our growth with Spanam prepared us for the challenge of
building a system from English into Spanish. The
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SPAilISII TO ENGI.ISH TRANSI.ATION
ETTEISIOI{ OF OOVEIACE

l: cxtensi6n de le cobcrtura de los rervicios

de

ealud e la poblacidn no atcrrdi& o aubateodi& de los
pa(r€s dc la Regidn fi.re le Et. centrel del Plan Decenal y
probablcncnte la & ryor cnncrgadura t trroc€nd€scis.

Casi todos lor palaer forulton cl prop6sito de €ttender
la cobcrtura aunqrE pgdla apreciarre uru divergidad de
enfoguco para cu ebordaje, 1o cual cs coprensible cn vista
de tar diferenteg pol{ticer necioneles que hablan actuado
cn la configuraci6n de log sirteoae & ealud de ccda uno de
lor pa{res. En geocral, la crtenei6n & la cobertura 3e
podrta lograr cdiante la erpansi6n de loe llaoailos
.erviciog b{sico & ralud con eenricia ltniqoc

integrelcc, organizadoe dc ecucrdo con cl te.tlo de log
rgrupoientoe & poblrcidn t ru concc-ntraci6o o dirperei6n.
La inforoaci6'n de guc !c dicponfa el iniciaree la d€cada
hizo rupoaer gue la poblaci6n que residla en locelidades de
20,000 y nlls habitsoGes tenfa prdcticcate rma cobertura
del l(X)Z con eervicic de ralud; quc la poblaci6a que
vivfa crr localidadeg de 2rlX)0 e 201000 bebitgnteo catrba
cubierta en un 9()Z y gue la poblaci6n que vivfa ea
localidades de enoe de 2r(X)0 habit:ntes tenfa rma
cobertura qu€ lpenalt llegaba il mZ cqr genticioc alnioos
de salud. La atenci6n oe dirigi6 inrediataurente r la
consi&raci6n de la foroa cD que esta dltioa poblaci6n
podfa r€r cjor etendida. En la rnayor perte de los pafeee
se di6 relieve entdrc€s e la organizaci6n & loa risteaac
de cervicioa de calud apliando el nrfuro dc unidades de
atenci6n clemerrtal, errtrelgzdndolos por ledio & un rieteu
de referencia para dar acceso a toda la pobleci6n a una
atenci6n de nivel de conplejidad que el caso requiriera.
Coro ee nencionara en la cvaluaci6n inicial, la
infornraci6n que brindaron loa pa{eee no fue euficiente para
acrecentar el conocirniento de que ya se disponla cor
respecto a la cituaci6n de la cobertura.

Figure

3.

Sample output of Spanam
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Tbc ertcneion of the coveragc of the health cervicee
to the un&rrenred or not aerved population of the
countri€c of the Begion nae the central goal of the
fert-year Ptan and probably thrt of 8re8t r ccope aod
transcendence. Alrcst ell the couatriec forrrlated the
purpose of extending the coverage although could be
appreciated a divereity of approacheg for ite attack, nbich
ic rsrderetandable in vierr of the different national
polici6e that had ected in the configuration of the bealth
lystcu of each one of the courtriee. Ia geoeral, the
exteosion of the coverag,e could be achieved through the
expaoeion of the called bacic health servicer uitb integral
ninio.ro cervicee, organized in eccordaoce rith the tizc of
the groupo of populatioo ard ita conceotratioa or
diepercion. Ttre inforqation that sa6 had upon being
initiated the decade uade to suppose that the population
that resided in localitiee of 20,000 and rcre iohabitantr
had practically e coverage of th€ 100: sith hcelth
lervices; ltrat the poprlation thet lived ia localitiec of
2,O00 to 20,000 inhebitanta eas covered in a 902 and tbat
the population that lived in localities of less than 2rOO0
idrabitants had a coveraSe thEt ecarcely arrived at the 201
sith niniurn health aervices. the atteation nac directed
inrnediately to the consideration of the foru in ntrich this
last population could be better attended. In mst of the
cormtries r.as given cophasis thcn to the orgaoizatioa of
the rystens of health eervicer expanding the nrnber of
rmita of eleaentary attention, linting theo by Eeans of .
systen of reference in order to give access to the rfiole
population to an attention of level of complexity that the
case required.

As there nas oentioned in the initial evaluation, the
infornation that gave the countries rlas not gufficient in
order to increase the knosledge thac already nas had uith
respect to the situation of the coverage.
I

Figure

3.

(continued)
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importance of a combined working mode that would permit the
upgrading of Spanam while at the same time starting on the
new system, Engspan, was emphasised in evaluations of the
system in early 1981. Two separate evaluations were done
by Professors Ross Macdonald and Michael Zarechnak of
Georgetown University. Both Dr Macdonald and Dr

Zarechnak pointed out that insights gained in

each

endeavour would contribute to the other. And this in fact
has proven to be the case.
The chief priorities isolated by the consultants entailed
the need to deepen the dictionary coding and to expand the
parsing routines. Their recommendations were essential for
a system from English into Spanish, but they also applied to
improvement of the existing system. Spanam was to eontinue
operating, but features of the new system, &s they became
available, could be incorporated. Thus the dictionary
record, which is common to the two systems, has been
expanded to permit extensive possibilities for syntactic and
semantic coding that had not existed before. Where there

had originally been 82 fields there are now zlL. It is an
evolutionary process. The new fields are added by turning
bytes from the original record into bits. Accordingly, there
is much space left to draw on, and further reorganisation is
anticipated. The new codes (Table 1) are available to both
systems. AIso, a greatly improved method for the handling
of discontinuous idioms will soon be available. And most
important, the parsing of Spanam will benefit from the
expanded strategies being developed for Engspan through
the use of augmented transition networks based on a
slot-and-filler-type grammar. (3 )
Spanam/Engspan operate today using a total of sixteen
PL/i programs six major ones (Table 2) and ten external
procedures. They all run on the mainframe, now an IBM
434L. Of thirteen programs delivered to PAHO in 1980,

eight are still in use, although they have
considerably with the changlng environment.

evolved

MOMENTUNI FOR ENGSPAN

The development of Engspan actually began in late 1981, and
as of September 1983 the English source dictionary had
approximately 40,000 entries, most of them already tied to

appropriate equivalents in the Spanish target. The
algorithm has a lemmatisation module, a lookup for single
words and idioms, routines for resolving a limited number of
homograph types, a module for reeognising and synthesising
noun phrases, and a complete procedure for the synthesis of
inflected Spanish verb forms in all tenses and mood.s for the
first and third persons. There is a working corpus of
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Test translations already grve
50 ,000 running words.
promising results.
Engspan recently received a mandate in the form of a
grant from the US Agency for International Development (US
AID) for the two-year period beginning August 1983.

A

second full-time computational linguist has been contracted.
Work is focusing on selected aspects of noun phrase
analysis, verb selectional restrictions, and clause-Ievel
parsing, which are expected to produce the highest yield in
terms of impact on translation. The dictionary work
mainly in-depth coding of existing entries - is to accompany
the new developments as required.
Toward the end of the grant period, &D evaluative
study will address the possibility of Engspan being adapted
to a mini- or a microcomputer.
CONCLUSION

At all points the work of Spanam and Engspan is closely
interrelated, and work goes on simultaneously in every area.
The job that lies ahead, I believe, can best be tackled
in an environment, such as the one described here, which
brings all the phases together under a single roof postediting by professional translators, terminology work,
dictionary-buildirrg, and system refinement. A high degree
of interaction with the output is an important factor in the
further enhancement of operational systems. This is particu1arly so in the new era that we are entering on in machine
translation. As Professor Yorick Wilks has said, rthere is
now no place left for the endlessly diverting question of
whether MT is possible or not; it is clearly sor. (4) The
currenf challenge is to whittle away at the remaining
inefficiencies in the day-to-day working environment,
attacking them at whatever level is most effective. The need
now is for a sustained problem-solving effort, always
creative and taking advantage of technological innovation as
it becomes available and linguistic insights as they become
known.
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Pan American Health Organization: evolution
record, 1976-1983

Reoatnlng flelde atlll ln uee
frou orlglnal dlctlonary record
dealgned ln 1976

Iteo (rord or phraae)
aynthealr codes
Reltablllty code
lcxical nunber
Artlcle governoent
Prloary part of epeech
Noun

Gender

lfuuber
Tenge

Parset codes

rlon
C€pltallzatlon
Preposl tlonal governoent
SE partlcle

I 9 81-r983

Seoantlc unlt codea

6 bytes

72

2

2
2
3

te ng th

Unaealgned

Syntactlc featurea
Selec !lonol pref erencee

8 btt6
8 blts
]6 blta
10 btt6
6 blts
16 blts
l8 blts

Mlcrogl oeeariea

16 blt

Pergon

Seoan!lc features

byte
byre
byteg
bytee
bytos
bytee
bytee

22 blEs

Totsl i

144 btts

1.42 bytes

Stze

160 bytes

of

!tuober

2.

s

rfa-'-uffil

GRAND TOTAL:

Table

16 bite

Verb ayntheale featurea
Verb Btrlng par8e feature6

3 bytes

I
I

8 blts

rbblgulty typeB
Relatlon typea
Afflx codea

I byte
12 bytee
I byte
2 bytes
I byte
I byte
I byte

Sourco

Tot8l:

lbu flelde 1n!roduced

30 byter

Pos I

of the dictionary

each flred-length

of flclda ln

cach

record:
record:

160 byt€s (unchanged)
82 (f976-f980)

r54 (r98r)
211 (l982lreeent)

Pan American Health Organization: machine translation software
in use as of September 1983

Dcrcrl ptl on

l{aac of pro6ran

EI|GSPAX

Statu!

Loglc for tbe translatloo procear
Itself , Spenlrh-Bngllrh.

Eogun

Loglc for tranrlatloa,

Bogu! in 1982; under developo€lt by PAHO staff.

Bnglirb-

Span i ab .

t

^xctl3s

UPDATB

in 1976; undergoer
conitint enhrncemnt.

Proparsr tsrt for procesrlng
Inatalled lete 1979; unby SPiLHAll, lnterpretr fornat, fac- dervent nuch enhaneeultatlvc capltallzatlon and
rnent; occarlonal chcng,cr
punctuot loo.
rtl11 bcing, uade.

Pernitr dlctlonary rddltlonr, dclctionr, changcr urlng nnenoolca
ln fres foro or record lnagc.

fnrballad l97E; und€r-

uent nuch chroto l97E1979i nov mdif ied rhen

nev dlctionary codes are
inbroduced or dlctlonary

fornrt ir altered.
Prlntr dlctlonary in ride-by-tldc
nncnonlc foruat or record ina6,c.
xlScoxc

Inrtalled 1979; chantod
In tanden yltb UPDAIE.

Glvcr hcarrord la contcrt; ncr var- I{er protrar yrltten in
rlou arrcngcr rordr by part of
1982 oring, to reorganlrpccch.
zatlon of dlctionary.

